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The presence of 02 at F-layer altitudes should have a
profound effect on the rate of electron recombination as
suggested by Bates and Massey. "Since atomic oxygen
ions can be converted to molecular ions in collisions
with neutral oxygen molecules, the molecular ions can
then recombine with electrons by dissociative recom-
bination,

e+Os+—+0'+0". (2)

The recombination coefficient for this process may be
as large as 10 '-cm' sec '. By contrast, in the absence
of molecular oxygen, electron recombination proceeds
by radiative recombination,

e+0+—&0+ho,

for which the recombination coeKcient is of the order
of 10 " cm' sec—'. Since the conversion of atomic to
molecular ions,

0++Os~Os++0, (4)
'o D. R. Bates and H. S. W. Massey, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London)

A192, 1 (1947).

can take place by either charge exchange or by ion-atom
interchange, a large reaction cross section is expected.
According to Bates," the rate coeKcient for ion-atom
interchange may be as high as 10 "cm sec '. The high-
altitude 02 concentrations indicated by the rocket
experiment and the theoretical cross section for ex-
change ionization are sufhcient to explain the recom-
bination coefFicients of 10 " to 10 ' observed in F2
region. "The manner in which the recombination coeS-
cient decreases from E region to F2 region depends on
the partial pressure of 02. The expected rate of decrease
is sufIj.cient to account for the production of a major
portion of F2 region by the same source of ionization
that is responsible for F1""

"D. R. Bates, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) (to be published).
"Havens, Friedman, and Hulburt, Report of the Conference

on the Physics of the Ionosphere, The Physical Society, London
(1954).

"N. Bradbury, Terrestrial Magnetism and Atm. Elec. 43, 55
(1938).
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The theory of electron penetration in an in6nite medium under the combined influence of scattering and
slowing down is developed to the point of numerical application. Sample calculations of energy dissipation
versus distance from the source are compared with experiments by Frantz, by Clark, Brar, and Marinelli,
and by Loevinger. The agreement is good provided that relativistic scattering cross sections are used.
The energy loss is treated in the continuous slowing down approximation; the resulting error is appreciable
only at extreme penetrations.

1. INTRODUCTION

HIS paper considers the following problem: A
source of electrons with kinetic energy To is

embedded in a material. As the electrons move away
from the source they lose energy and change direction.
We want to determine the energy dissipated by the
electrons at various locations in the material. A knowl-

edge of the distribution of energy dissipation implies a
knowledge of the spectral and directional distributions
also, but this additional information need not be
described explicitly.

Phenomenological work on this problem has been
accomplished mainly by people interested in the bio-
logical effects of radiation. The most extensive effort of
this type, and also the most recent, is that of Loevinger,
whose paper contains a fairly complete summary of
experimental work with beta-ray sources. ' From a more

*Work supported by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
and the Office of Naval Research.' R. Loevinger (private communication).

basic standpoint the problem is essentially new, since
few attempts —and those in unrealistic schematization—have been made to calculate electron spatial distri-
butions taking into account both energy loss and direc-
tion changes, although both effects have a strong
inQuence. '' Many contributions have been made to-

2 For efforts to apply age diAusion theory to electron penetration
problems see Bethe, Rose, and Smith, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 78,
573 (1938) and W. C. Roesch, Hanford Report No. HW-32121,
May 24, 1954 (unpublished). There can be hardly any doubt that
this simple model gives better than an order-of-magnitude
estimate of the distance electrons travel "on the average. "
However, two important features of the penetration are given
wrongly: (a) The initial transient stage of the penetration when
electrons move directly away from the source, which is particularly
important for high-energy sources or for low-Z scattering ma-
terials; and (b) the deep-penetration trend. The results of this
paper indicate that there is hardly any region of penetration in
which age diffusion theory can be expected to provide a reason-
able description.

'For calculations of electron backscattering see J. W. Wey-
mouth, Phys. Rev. 84, 766 (1951).Weymouth took into account
energy losses as well as de6ections, but only in the approximation
of an energy-independent scattering cross section. He did not
attempt to calculate electron spatial distributions.
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wards understanding simpler situations, in which one
or another eGect is neglected. For example, many
authors have neglected angular deQections in calcu-
lating spatial distributions as a function of energy loss. '
This is the so-called straggling problem. Other authors
have neglected energy loss eGects in calculating angular
distributions produced by penetration. In addition,
there has been work relating the defiections to energy
losses neglecting the spatial dependence' and some
work on energy losses neglecting booth direction and
spatial location. ~ A discussion of these partial problems
together with their inter-relationships is given in the
erst part of Fano's paper on straggling and energy
loss of charged particles. '

H. %. Lewis took the 6rst step towards a more
realistic theoretical treatment of the electron penetra-
tion when he wrote down formal expressions for the
spatial moments of the electron distribution. ' These
were based on a continuous energy loss approximation.
Both elastic and inelastic deRections were included in
his derivation, the latter being considered as statistically
independent of the energy losses. Lewis made no
attempt to evaluate the moments numerically in a
systematic way or to use them to obtain spatial distri-
butions.

Following the publication of Lewis' paper, evaluation
of a limited number of moments was accomplished in
nonrelativistic approximation by Blanchard. ' Blan-
chard also found very useful approximate expressions
for the harmonic coeKcients of the zeroth spatial
moment, which have special interest. ' Attempts were
then made by Blanchard and others to construct spatial
distributions from a knowledge of the first few mo-
ments. " The results were generally unsatisfactory,
because the information contained in the first few
moments did not seem sufhcient for such a construction.

The essential information which was lacking in this

' See L. Landau, J. Phys. (U.S.S.R.) 8, 201 (1944); O. Blunck
and S. Leisegang, Z. Physik 128, 500 (1950); also, for heavy
particles, K. R. Symon, Harvard thesis, 1948 (unpublished)
whose results are extensively quoted by B. Rossi, High Energy
Partscles (Prentice-Hall Inc. , New York, 1952), pp. 29 if.' E. J. Williams, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) 169, 531 (1939);
S. Goudsmit and J. L. Saunderson, Phys. Rev. 57, 24 (1940);
G. Moliere, Z. Naturforsch. 32, 78 (1948); H. S. Snyder and
W. T. Scott, Phys Rev. 76, 220 .(1949);H. A. Bethe, Phys. Rev.
89, 1256 (1953); and L. V. Spencer, Phys. Rev. 90, 146 (1953).
Also of this type but emphasizing mainly the backscattering are
papers by W. Bothe, Z. Physik 54, 161 (1929); Bethe, Rose, and
Smith, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 78, 573 (1938); M. C. Wang and
E. Guth, Phys. Rev. 84, 1092 (1951); T. Teichman, Atomic
Energy Commission Document NYO-785, 1951 (unpublished);
and E. J. Saletan, Atomic Energy Commission Document NYO-
3990, 1952 (unpublished).

8 C. H. Blanchard, National Bureau of Standards Circular
527, 1954, p. 9. Note that with the continuous energy loss
approximation, which relates path length to energy loss, most
of the papers of the preceding footnote can be considered in this
category also.' L. V. Spencer and U. Fano, Phys. Rev. 93, 1172 (1954).

8 U. Pano, Phys. Rev. 92, 328 (1953).
s H. W. Lewis, Phys. Rev. ?8, 526 (1950).I C. H. Blanchard (private communication).

earlier work was a knowledge of the asymptotic (deep-
penetration) trend. Although complete knowledge of
the spatial moments theoretically should yield the
distribution, in practice it is not possible to calculate
more than a finite, comparatively small number of
spatial moments and these with imperfect accuracy.
Construction of a spatial distribution is equivalent to
extrapolating this finite set of imperfectly known
moments to infinite order. Unless the trend of the
high-order spatial moments is known from a determi-
nation of the deep-penetration spatial trend, such an
extrapolation cannot be made with confidence.

Several developments have now made it possible to
calculate realistic electron spatial distributions at least
for situations in which bremsstrahlung energy losses
may be neglected. First, methods were developed for
rapid desk-computer calculation of large numbers of
spatial moments. When numerical values for the
moments were graphed, they showed very clearly the
trend predicted by a Wick-type asymptotic calcula-
tion, " so much so that the high moments seemed to
contribute little additional information. This "break"
made spatial distribution constructions feasible. Next,
methods had to be found for combining into an analytic
form (a) the known values of a number of spatial
moments, (b) the asymptotic trend, and (c) additional
odds and ends of information about the distribution.
This was not easy, because traditional methods did not
seem to work. Eventually "function-6tting" techniques
were developed similar to those which have proved
useful in x-ray penetration problems, "and satisfactory
constructions were made. Finally, a much better
theoretical derivation of the all-important deep-pene-
tration trend was discovered which removed remaining
questions about its reliability and range of application.

The methods for calculating spatial moments are
described in Secs. 2, 3, and 4. The deep-penetration
trend is then considered (Sec. 5), but only in connection
with a Wick-type argument (Appendix D) since the
newer derivation will be presented in a later paper.
Additional information which must be used in con-
structing distributions is given in Sec. 6. All the presen-
tation up to this point deals explicitly with plane
monodirectional and monoenergetic electron sources
because they are easily visualized, although the princi-
ples apply to other types as well. The remaining sections
contain material about several source types. The actual
construction of distributions is discussed in Secs. 7 and
8. In Sec. 9 there are several examples of calculations
in plane monodirectional geometry. These are compared
with experiments by Frantz Lsee Sec. 9(B)].In Sec. 10

"G. C. Wick, Phys. Rev. 75, 738 (1949).This type of analysis
was first applied to an electron penetration problem by Yang
LC. N. Yang, Phys. Rev. 84, 599 (1951)j.He derived the path
length distribution for a fixed and small penetration. We seek
the related penetration distribution for a fixed path length, Yang's
limitation to small energy loss makes the Wick-type analysis
much more straightforward than in the general case."L.V. Spencer, Phys. Rev. 88, 793 (1952).
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there are sample calculations for point and plane
isotropic P" sources which are compared with experi-
ments by Clark, Brar, and Marinelli and by Loevinger. '
In all comparisons, theory and experiment agree to
perhaps three percent or better except where extraneous
eBects are to be expected. These extraneous eGects
are range straggling, which has not been included in
the calculations and which becomes important at the
very deepest penetrations, and a boundary at the
source plane which is present in Frantz's experiment.

The remarks at the end are mainly concerned with
methods for extending the theory to more general situa-
tions and including eGects neglected in this treatment.

2. THE TRANSPORT EQUATION

Our presentation relates chief to monoenergetic
and monodirectional sources which are distributed
uniformly over an infinite plane and to scattering
media which are homogeneous and without boundaries. "
The use of monoenergetic sources is not a limitation
since problems involving polychromatic sources can be
solved by simple integration over monoenergetic source
results. The consideration of only plane monodirectional
geometry is likewise not particularly a limitation. Other
simple geometries can be treated in the same way. "
In particular, it is easily possible to convert a solution
for a p/ane isotropic source into a solution for a point
isotropi c source. This conversion is discussed in Sec. 8.

If an electron source located at the plane s=0 emits
monoenergetic electrons in the direction 8=0 perpen-
dicular to the source plane, Lewis' equation' describing
the penetration may be written as follows:

BI BI——+cos0—= dQ'1Va(r, O) fI(r,0',s) —I(r,0,s) }
Bt' Bs

+ (2sr) '8(z)8(r —rs)8(cos0 —1). (1)

Here, 2srI(r, 0,s) sin0d0dr is the J1Nx of electrons, with
obliquities between 0 and 0+d0 and with residual ranges
between r and r+dr, crossing the surface of a unit
spherical probe located a distance s from the source
plane. Likewise, 2sro (r, O) sinOdO is the cross section
per atom for deflecting an 'electron with residual range
r through an angle of a size between 0' and 0+dO,
while X is the number of atoms per gram of material.
The term on the right containing the Dirac delta
functions specifies the electron source. "

"The calculation of boundary eGects, even for the simplest
geometries, is an unsolved problem. As mentioned in references 2
and 3, some attempts have been made assuming that the electrons
do not lose energy or that scattering cross sections are energy
independent; however, no method applicable to more general
situations has yet been developed.

'4 L. V. Spencer and O'. Fano, J. Research, Natl. Bur. Standards
46, 446 (1951),where a point-collimated source is also considered.
The relation between point and plane isotropic sources is well
known from neutron penetration literature.

's A word about dimensions: If I(r,s,s) has dimensions number
per cms per steradian per (g/cms) residual range, E~(r,O~) being
cm'/g per steradian and r, s being measured in g/cms, the first

Sy assuming that the electrons lose their energy
continuously, a relation is established between the
residual true range r and the kinetic energy of the
electrons. The average rate of energy loss is the stopping
power (dT/dr), for which theoretical expressions exist."
The connection between r and T is given by the
following integral over the stopping power:

Jp
(2)

Table I gives electron ranges which have been calcu-
lated numerically by integrating over stopping powers
determined from the Bethe formula. Note that through-
out this paper T expresses kinetic energy in mc' units
while r is measured in g/cm'.

At this point it is convenient to rescale the distance
parameters, taking rs r(Ts——) as a unit. Defining
t= (r/rs), x= (s/rs), S(t,O~) =rs1Vo (r, O~), and I(r,0,s)dr
=I(i,0,x)df, the transport equation takes the form

8I 8I——+cos0—= dQ'S(t, O)(I(t,0',x) —I(t,0,x)}
Bx

+ (2sr) 'b(x)8(f —1)8(cos0—1), (3)

where the dimensionless energy parameter t varies from
0 to 1, while the space parameter x varies from —1

to +1.
The first step in treating this complicated equation is

an expansion in spherical harmonics, which is easily
performed with the aid of the well-known addition
theorem. Defining

fl
I~(t,x) = 2sr d(cos0)Pi(cos0)I(1,8,x),

Si(1)=2sr d(cosO~)(1 —I'i(cosO) }S(t,O'),
—1

Eq. (3) may be transformed to a linked system of

differential equations:

BII ~I~+y I~
+(21+1) ' ((+1) +l

Bt t9S 8$

The second step is a transformation in terms of spatial
moments. The Eqs. (5) are multiplied by different

powers of x and integrated over the whole range
—1(x(+1.The resulting system of equations is the

three terms are obviously consistent and the source has the
strength (integrated over r, s, 0) of one electron per cm'.

"H. A. Bethe, Hoadblch der Physek (Verlag Julius Springer,
Berlin, 1933), 24, Part 1, pp. 491 G. ; Ann. Physik 5, 325 (1930).
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TABLE I. Stopping powers and corresponding residual ranges for electrons calculated from the Bethe formula.
The mean ionization potential used is in each case given at the bottom of the column.

Mev

Beryllium
Stopping Residual

power range
mc2/(g/cm') g/cm~

Polystyrene
Stopping Residual

power range
wc~/(g/cm2) g/cm2

Air
Stopping Residual

power range
mc2/(g/cm2) g/cm~

Aluminum
Stopping Residual

power range
tsc2/ (g/cm2) g/cm2

0.01
0.03
0.05
0.07
0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90
1.00
1.20
1.40
1.60
1.80
2.00
2.20
2.40
2.60
2.80
3.00
4,00
5.00
6.00
8.00

10.00

36.83
15.64
10.67
8.402
6.631
4.489
3.780
3.444
3.260
3.150
3.081
3.038
3.011
2.994
2.981
2.984
2.995
3.010
3.027
3.046
3.065
3.084
3.103
3.122
3.208
3.281
3.346
3.451
3.536

I

0.000298
0.00211
0.00521
0.00939
0.01734
0.05457
0.1026
0.1571
0.2156
0.2768
0.3397
0.4037
0.4684
0.5336
0.6646
0.7959
0.9269
1.057
1.187
1.316
1.444
1.571
1.698
1.824
2.442
3.045
3.635
4.786
5.906

=60 ev

44.55
18.92
12.91
10.17
8.026
5.435
4.576
4.171
3.947
3.814
3.731
3.679
3.646
3.626
3.611
3.614
3.627
3.645
3.666
3.689
3.712
3.736
3.759
3.781
3.886
3.975
4.054
4.181
4.283

III= 1
Ip=7

0.000247
0.00175
0.00431
0.00776
0.01514
0.04590
0.08556
0.1306
0.1789
0.2294
0.2813
0.3342
0.3876
0.4415
0.5497
0.6581
0.7662
0.8738
0.9809
1.087
1.193
1.298
1.403
1.506
2.017
2.515
3.002
3.952
4.876

5,6 ev
6.4 ev

38.80
16.67
11.42
9.011
7.127
4.843
4.087
3.729
3.533
3.417
3.345
3.300
3.272
3.256
3.245
3.250
3.263
3.281
3.301
3.323
3.345
3.367
3.389
3.410
3.508
3.591
3.664
3.783
3.878

IN=
Io=

0.000285
0.00199
0.00490
0.00880
0.01619
0.05074
0.09521
0.1456
0.1996
0.2560
0,3139
0.3729
0.4324
0.4924
0.6129
0.7335
0.8537
0.9733
1.092
1.210
1.328
1i J. J. J,

1.560
1.675
2.241
2.792
3.332
4.382
5.403

80.5 ev
92 ev

207 ev

33.25
14.625
10.101
8.008
6.362
4.356
3.690
3.377
3.206
3.105
3.044
3.007
2.985
2.973
2.967
2.975
2.991
3.010
3.031
3.053
3.076
3.098
3.119
3.141
3.237
3.318
3.390
3.506
3.598

I=

0.000339
0.00230
0.00559
0.00999
0.01830
0.05684
0.1062
0.1619
0.2215
0.2836
0.3473
0.4120
0.4774
0.5431
0.6750
0.8068
0.9380
1.068
1.198
1.327
1.454
1.581
1.707
1.832
2.446
3.043
3.626
4.760
5.862

150 ev

Mev

Copper
Stopping Residual

power range
nzc2/(g/cm~) g/cm2

Cadmium
Stopping Residual

power range
mc2/(g/cm~) g/cm2

Gold
Stopping Residual

power range
mcm/(g/cm~) g/cm2

0.01
0.03
0.05
0.07
0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90
1.00
1.20
1.40
1.60
1.80
2.00
2.20
2.40
2.60
2.80
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
8.00

10.00

11.91
8.335
6.656
5.323
3.687
3.142
2.886
2.749
2.669
2.622

.2.594
2.579
2.572
2.573
2,585
2.602
2,623
2.644
2.666
2.688
2.710
2.731
2.751
2.844
2.921
2.989
3.099
3.186

I=

0.00288
0.00690
0.01220
0.02217
0.06791
0.1260
0.1913
0.2609
0.3332
0.4073
0.4823
0.5580
0.6340
0.7862
0.9381
1.089
1.239
1.387
1.535
1.681
1.826
1.970
2.113
2.812
3.491
4.153
5.437
6.683

310 ev

5.735
4.610
3.219
2.754
2.538
2.422
2.356
2.318
2.296
2.285
2.281
2.285
2.299
2.317
2.337
2.358
2.380
2.401
2.421
2.441
2.461
2.549
2.621
2.685

0.01433
0.02586
0.07842
0.1448
0.2191
0.2982
0.3802
0.4640
0.5489
0.6344
0.7201
0.8916
1.062
1.232
1.400
1.567
1.732
1.896
2.058
2.219
2.379
3.160
3.917
4.654

I=480 ev

3.926
2.772
2.386
2.206
2.111
2.058
2.028
2.013
2.006
2.004
2.012
2.027
2.046
2.066
2.087
2.108
2.128
2.148
2.168
2.186

0.03083
0.09214
0.1690
0.2546
0.3455
0.4395
0.5353
0.6322
0.7297
0.8273
1.022
1.216
1.408
1.599
1.787
1.974
2.158
2.341
2.523
2.703

I=790 ev
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following:

~ltn
+Sr(f)Ii„(f)= ri(21+1) '{(l+1)Ii+i, ~r(t)

where
+/Ii i, t(f) }+8„s3(f—1), (6)

r'
Ir„(t)= dxx "Ir(f,x). (7)

As discussed in reference 9, formal solutions to
Eqs. (6) may be written down. Using these formal
solutions, or using Eqs. (6) in much the same manner
as in x-ray penetration calculations, " the moment
coefficients I&„(t) may be determined by numerical
integration. However, the selection of numerical
methods depends on the behavior of the functions S~(f).
We therefore discuss these functions in the next section
and in Appendix A. It turns out from a study of the
Si(t) that other, simpler procedures than straight-
forward numerical integration may be used to obtain
numerically the I&„(t).

1 Zk

4 0.885(137)
T '(T+2) '

XL1.13+3.76(Z/137)'(T+1)'T '(T+2) '). (9)
'7 H. A. Bethe, Phys. Rev. 89, 1256 (1953)."G.Moliere, Z. Natnrforsch. 2A, 133 (1947).

3. CROSS SECTIONS

A. Screened Rutherford

The simplest approximate form for the nuclear
scattering cross section is the Rutherford formula. For
our purposes this cross section should be modified to
take into account (a) the screening of the nuclear field

by the atomic electrons, (b) deflections caused by
inelastic collisions between electrons, and (c) relativ-
istic eGects.

As discussed by Bethe, ' the screening e8ect may be
accounted for by introducing a single parameter. We
have chosen to introduce this screening constant g in
the Rutherford expression by writing 4 (1+2r)—cos8) '
in place of the familiar factor sec4(8/2). In our initial
calculations, inelastic deRections were accounted for by
means of a multiplicative factor (Z+1)/Z. The expres-
sion resulting from these modifications is the following:

2rrNa fr(T),8j= (3/4) (Z+1) (N~gsZ/A) (T+1)'
yT—'(T+2) '(1+2r)—cos8) ' (8)

where the functional relationship between T and r is
that of expression (2). In (8), N~ is Avogadro's number,
A is the atomic weight, and Ps=(8xe'/3ris'c'). Note
that this expression includes relativistic effects insofar
as they modify the cross section for very small angles 0.
The screening constant q can be determined from the
formula of Moliere":

C i——ln(1+r)—') —(1+rl)—',

Ci~t ——(2+l ') (1+2'))C&
—(1+l ')Ci i—(2+l—') (1+rf)—'.

B. Relativistic Forms

(10)

Nearly all of our initial calculations were performed
by using the expressions (8) and (9). However, a later
investigation indicated that if the simple angular
dependence of (8) were replaced by the correct relativ-
istic distribution given by the Mott formulas, " the S& s
would be modified by as much as 20 percent for large-Z
scattering materials at energies as low as T= 1. Such a
modification would markedly acct the electron spatial
distributions. It therefore seemed wise to base all
further calculations on correct relativistic angular
distributions. An investigation of the literature indi-
cated that for some regions of Z and T these have been
calculated while for others they apparently have not.
Feshbach has made tabulations for a variety of Z's
which can be used for T&8.2P For Z=80 and a variety
of T values, tabulations have been made by Bartlett
and Watson" and by Massey. "For small Z it is possible
to use the McKinley-Feshbach expressions. " There
seem to be no tabulations or formulas approximating
the Mott expression for intermediate Z and small T."

A much less important improvement which has
nevertheless seemed desirable is that of correcting more
accurately for inelastic defiections. This can be done
by introducing an additional factor which can be calcu-
lated from a formula due to Fano." Although this
modification tends to be small, it may be appreciable
if Z is low enough.

For calculations in low-Z materials, we use the
following expression for the cross section, which relies
on the McKinley-Feshbach angular distribution:

27rNafr(T), 8)= (Z+1) (3N~4oZ/4A) (1+e) T '

X(T+2) 'P '((1+2t)—cos8) '
+2 4.nP(1 —cos8) f

—-', (P'+ rrQP) (1—cos8) '},
(11)

cr = (Z/137) P'= T(T+2) (T+1)—'
' N. F. Mott and H. S. W. Massey, Theory of Atonic Colbsions

(Oxford University Press, London, 1949), second edition, Chap.
IV.

'o H. Feshbach, Phys. Rev. 88, 295 (1952).
2' J. H. Bartlett and R. E. Watson, Proc. Am. Acad. Arts Sci.

74, 53 (1940).
~ H. S. W. Massey, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A181, 14 (1942).
"W. A. McKinley, Jr., and H. Feshbach, Phys. Rev. 74, 1759

(1948).
~4Note that this region is so big that angular distributions

change too much to make interpolation feasible.
"U. Pano, Phys. Rev. 93, 117 (1954).

As is discussed in Apperidix 8, the cross section (8)
leads to the following expression for the S~'s:

SiLt(T))= (Z+1)$3N~gsZ/4A$

)& (T+1)s1 '(T+2)—sreC,
Cp=0,
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TABLE H. Scattering parameters o& as a function of energy. Compare the exact values of columns 2 and 6 with the analytic
approximation values in columns 3 and 7. Observe also the constancy of o&/o & ratios.

Mev

2.0
1.6
1.2
0.9
0.7
0.5
0.3
0.1

(cm2/g)
Nag

0.9905
1.406
2.193
3.404
4.997
8.385

18.78
127.9

Aluminum
3.193

r (r +1.492)

0.9907
1.401
2.183
3.396
4.998
8.413

18.82
115.5

a2/at

2.838
2.830
2.818
2.804
2.789
2.766
2.724
2.621

a3/ay

5.381
5.353
5.311
5.264
5.216
5.142
5.013
4.692

(cm2/g)
Nay

4.902
6.948

10.80
16.64
24.18
39.77
84.78

462.3

Gold
33.93

r (r +2.086)

4.902
6.895

10.68
16.52
24.18
40.39
89.04

519.9

a2/at

2.613
2.598
2.576
2.552
2.527
2.489
2.417
2.195

ag/ai

4.631
4.581
4.512
4.436
4.363
4.254
4.056
3.440

where, according to Fano,

s= (Z+1) '(in4tt) '
Xis;„—1nL0.16Z i(1+3.33n/P) j}, (12)

—I;„being a number which divers from one material
to the next but which has a value in the neighborhood
of 5. The expression for the S~'s which derives from
(11) is

S~Lt(T)3= (Z+1)(31V~PoZ/4A)(1+o)1 '(T+2) 'p-'

X Ci+2ornPl (P'+orn—P)g i ' rp. (13)

For calculations of electron penetration in gold, it
proved convenient to represent the cross section by the
following expression:

27rEafr(T), 8j= (Z+1) (31VzkoZ/4A) (1+o)T t

X(T+2) 'P '((1+2'—cos8) '
+B(1—cos8) '+C+D(1—cos8)), (14)

where 8, C, and D are determined so that (14) agrees
with the Bartlett-Watson tabulations at appropriate
angles. Such a form was found capable of representing
the tabulations to 2 percent or better for all angles and
all energies. The corresponding formula for the S~'s is

SiLt(T))= (Z+1) (3/~gpZ/4A) (1+a)T

l

X(T+2) 'P ' Cg+28 Q i '

+2C(1—B~p)+2D(1—b~o+ —
b~z) ro. (15)

Both (15) and (13) result from integrals evaluated in
Appendix B.

C. Analytic Representations

The expressions (10), (13), and (15) are not simple.
However, the S~'s may always be represented with
considerable accuracy by the approximate form

S((t) =ndi/Lt(t+n) 1, (16)

S)(t)=di/t. (17)

This is because the constant n becomes large for low
source energies (see Appendix A).

We have used the approximate expressions (16) and
(17) in all of our calculations of electron penetration.
The discussion contained in the next two sections is
based on these representations, which make possible
far less laborious methods for the solution of the
system (6) than direct numerical or analytical inte-
gration.

It should be noted that, as evidenced by Table II,
the approximate expressions (16) and (17) are not
particularly accurate for t((1. This departure becomes
somewhat more serious as l becomes larger. This should
not particularly affect the accuracy of calculations
based on (16) and (17) for several reasons: (a) These
discrepancies occur when the electrons have very little
of their range and energy left and may be expected to
be nearly isotropic in direction. (b) In addition, the
scattering cross section for small t becomes large. Thus,
the small portion of the electron range where the
discrepancy occurs is chiefly spent by the electrons io
going around and around rather than in penetrating
deeper into the medium. Finally, (c) the fact that the
directional distribution of the electrons tends to be
isotropic for small t simply means that the higher
harmonics, where the discrepancy is larger, are of little
importance.

"C. H. Blanchard (private communication).

where n and d~ are numbers independent of t. The
argument which suggested this formula, which was first
made by Blanchard" and is contained in Appendix A,
is not particularly conclusive. However, the accuracy
of this representation can be easily demonstrated. For
example, it is apparent that (16) holds if the scattering
parameters o ~(r) =J'dD(1 —E~(cos8))o (r,8) are propor-
tional to r '(r+b) ', where b is a constant. This, in
turn, is the case if ot(r) ocr '(r+b) ' and if the ratios
o~(r)/o. r(r) are independent of r Table. II contains
comparisons which demonstrate these proportionalities.

If the source energy is less than about 1 mc', an even
simpler approximate expression agrees fairly well with
the Si's:
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4. CALCULATION OF MOMENTS

We can now discuss methodsds for calculating the
s I ~t~. The use of the moments once

e S's. The additional effortto expression (17) for the Si's. e a
more eneral expression isinvolved in using the mo g

mentione on y ad 1 t the end of the section, t e e ais
being presented in Appendixendix C.

The formal solution of the differential Eqs.
already been written down by I ewis~:

1

Ii„(t)= "dt' exp—
pt'

ch"s, (t")

&& {rt(2/ 1 l+1)Ii+r, i(h )

0

s and linkages in the lattice of parameters
19). The shaded elements canrelating to the recnrsive system (19 . e s a e

be calculated chainwise as indicated by the arrows.

pl
Ii„&=)' dht&Ii. (h).

0

(20)

(21)

(22)

eneral the evaluation of the integrals in (18) must
be done numerically. We may estima e

The linkage between the numberse in I & has a veryin into (18) the simple form e in
viousl can be unraveled,1 t teresting structure It o y'h =0 th lik t ih

=(d+ +1) '. F h b h
rais this being for wit n=

I &ma be
f b d h h ld

se of a ra id increase, wit = d~

he I & and so on. If weincreasing rt, in e
h di io l ih i l,consider t e t ree imIi (t.

he and p, all terms in (19) lie in the diagonal plane ho( ) po
As may be = constant. Further, wi in isintegran

c . tl th ti l t t otd i i. og increases. exact y e
own forThus t e in egra

dfo l&l, , h l

or which varies reference . us, i
I ~ 'inthe&t& also vary fixed n, an or'dl ith t. It turns out that the I~„&t& a so

f the lane may be calculated for
rapid y wi

ut in a more next line o e p a
i.e. the line

rapi y wi p
rand therefore Since t e rs ine i

trian ular
comp icate ma

=0 b 1 1 td d tl,ecifi.ed wit n =, may
uated

ri
' t' fa

dl th t bile not being easily sp

ew suchl fo I„t, &4, 'dp d
H . '

s ric i teg

ti 1 etio i di tdi Fi
I o der to umvent th y, gis di cu t, we inves iga

1

J(x)= Ch(dT/Ch)Io(h, x).1
' 8 dealing directly with thefor numerical ana ysis. y

ho e to reach more directly the

the s aceribution since this invo ves
h h the functions I&„(t) directly e moments o

rmulation in terms of residual range moments may e

dt (d T/dt) Io„(t).lti l in Eqs. (6) by a factor tr an in

b an analytic
grati gec o o g
result of this operation is the following system o
equations:

n (l+1)
Ii+i,.-~"+'

(di+ p+1) (2l+1)

(dT/dt) =Ash '*+A,t'*+A,ti, -(23)
e in terms of the Ig„~.we obtain an expression for t e

I =AoIo &+ArIoni+AoIom'. 24

The half-integer exponents appa ear because at low
23 to beenergies (dT/dt) ~ T '~t &. We have found (23) to e(2l+1)
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capable of representing stopping-power data quite
satisfactorily.

Thus, to compute the space moments of the energy
dissipation distribution it is necessary to compute
elements with half-integer p values within a pyramidal
volume in the t, e, p array. Such a calculation is easily
accomplished with a desk computer by means of the
recursive relations (19), the first ten moments J„
requiring hardly an afternoon's work.

For many problems, and particularly for source
energies greater than 1 mc', the simple form (17) is not

sufficiently accurate and it is necessary to make use of
(16). A more involved argument, which is contained in
Appendix C, can then be made which yields the follow-

ing more complicated set of recursive relations:

1

C,„~= t dt$t/(t+n)]~I, „(t). (26)

The terms in the sums indicated in (25) decrease in
size approximately as (1+n) ', while the basic type of
linkage remains the same as in the simpler expression
(19). In order to calculate moments with the recursive
system (25) it is necessary to include enough terms in
the calculation to obtain adequate convergence for the
more important (smaller) values of p. In a calculation
described in Sec. 10 with source energy 1.71 Mev, as
many as 25 terms were included to calculate four
spatial moments accurately to six significant figures,

A useful device which facilitates the evaluation of
the sums in (25) is that of writing, e.g.,

(i+1)
+)+1 i

'=' (di+ p+i+1)

i=Q
p (di+ p+i'+1) 'C i+, „—p+~'+' (27)

This makes it possible to evaluate simultaneously sums
for all values of p for a given t, m combination. Using
this device, the illustration just mentioned involving
sums with 25 terms required little more than a day' s
work on a desk computer.

Both (25) and (19) are of a form ideally suited for
automatic digital computers. As is mentioned in the
next section, some results have been obtained by coding
(19) for the SEAC. It is our intention to code (25) as
well, in order to perform a wider variety of calculations
for energies below 10 Mev. Note that (25) becomes

nels (i+1)
( (t+ 1)c'i+i,.—i'+'+'

(2l+1) '=o (di+p+i+1)

(i+1)
+Ni i, 2+'+')+& On Q (1+n) —p—i—1

=o (di+ p+i+1)
(25)

where

f(x) = (1—x)-' exp( —2/(1 —x)j
should be anticipated, where A is a constant which
depends upon the source energy and the scattering
material.

It is conceivable that the spatial distribution attains
its asymptotic behavior only very near the limit. In
this case knowledge of it could hardly be very useful.
Indeed, if a form such as (28) is to prove helpful in
constructing a distribution, it should provide a de-
scription of the distribution over such a large region of
x that those spatial moments which we may be able
to calculate reQect this asymptotic behavior. Otherwise
our attempts at extrapolating the moment system
must contain a large amount of guesswork. It follows
that a method for determining the usefulness of a
functional form such as (28) is simply to compare the
moment trend of (28) with the moment trend of the
unknown distribution.

An easily visualized way of making such a comparison
is to consider another function with the same asym-
ptotic behavior as (28), namely

g(x) = (—in'): exp( A/1nx). (29)

The equivalence of (29) and (28) for our purpose is
easily demonstrated by writing @=1—(1—x) in (29)
and expanding around x= 1. The moments g„=

ineffective for source energies above a few Mev because
of slow convergence of the sums. For higher energies
it may be feasible to use devices for speeding conver-
gence or it may be necessary to derive a diGerent
expansion.

Note that in using (25) to obtain the energy dissi-
pation distribution, we write (dT/dt) as a power series
similar to (23) but with Lt/(t+n)j as independent
variable

5. ASYMPTOTIC CONSIDERATIONS

The process of constructing a distribution from a
limited number of moments implies an extrapolation
of the moment sequence from the finite number actually
calculated to an infinite number of moments. Such an
extrapolation can only be done with confidence if the
trend of the higher order moments has been established
from a knowledge of the distribution near its limits,
the so-called asymptotic behavior of the distribution.
The determination of this asymptotic behavior requires
an independent investigation which is quite dif'ferent
from that leading to the calculation of the spatial
moments. Such an investigation has been performed
and is to be reported in detail in a manuscript which
will be submitted for publication at a later date. In
order to make this paper self-contained, a simpli6ed
discussion using the method of Wick" is contained in
Appendix D. Both the simplified and the more detailed
arguments indicate that near the'x= 1 limit an analytic
behavior similar to the function
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Jp'dxx"g(x) are as follows:

g-= ( /~)'* exp{—H~(u+1)3'} (3o)

The form of (30) suggests that we plot logarithms of
the electron spatial moments versus (ran+1) &. A moment
trend similar to (30) would be demonstrated by a
tendency for the points to lie on a straight line for
large e.

A series of such plots is shown in Fig. 2, which
utilizes the even spatial moments up to the 20th."
The solid lines in this 6gure were drawn with a straight-
edge. The circles represent the quantities —lnIO„" with

p = —s. The fact that the straight line trend holds for
moments as low as m=4 strongly supports the use of
(28) or (29) in representing the unknown distribution. ss

Having considered the behavior of the electron
spatial distribution for x—&+1, a reasonable next step
is a discussion of the asymptotic behavior in the other
direction, namely for x—+—1. Unfortunately, it is not
so easy to establish an analytic law for this back-
scattered part of the electron distribution. By taking
linear combinations of the spatial moments and con-
structing thereby the sequence (L(1—x)/2$"), which
emphasizes the region x~—1, it is possible to estimate
that the behavior resembles the function exp( —A'/
(1+x)}.This is about the best that can be done at the
present time. Fortunately, there is much less interest
in the negative x portion of the electron distribution,
and moment fitting methods can be used which do not
require detailed information about this reverse asym-
ptotic behavior.

6. FURTHER DISCUSSION OF THE DISTRIBUTION

In addition to moments and asymptotic trends, there
are a number of other known characteristics which
must be taken into account in constructing spatial
distributions. The simplest of these are the observations
that the distributions should be unimodal and every-
where positive, and that the mode should be located at
some positive value of x.

Less obvious characteristics relate to questions of
smoothness. It is clear that the distributions should
vary smoothly from point to point, without oscillatory
or discontinuous behavior, except at the electron source,
whose distribution is b-shaped at x=0. The type of
discontinuous behavior to be expected at the source can
perhaps best be understood by considering the limiting
situation of no elastic scattering. In this case, which is
closely approximated by heavy particles, electrons
generated at x=0 would move together through the
material to the end of their range. At each point x, all
the electrons would have the residual range f= (1—x)
and would be dissipating energy at the rate (dT/dt),

'~The moment calculations on which Fig. 2 is based were
performed with the aid of the SEAC using the screened Rutherford
cross section (8) and the simple recursive system (19).

A comparison of moment trends involving (28) rather than
(29) can be made, but it is more complicated and less visual.
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FrG. 2. A graph to demonstrate the asymptotic trend of the
moments of electron spatial distributions. The circles represent
moments calculated from the recursive system (19).The straight
lines represent the trend of Eq. (30).

The energy dissipation distribution starts at x=0 with
the value (dT/dt)~ t, since it vanishes for x(0, the
source induces a discontinuity of value and slope."

Elastic scattering does not alter the existence or the
size of these discontinuities. The distribution of energy
dissipation reQects this discontinuous behavior of
source energy electrons superposed on the continuous
distribution of lower energy electrons, which may be
scattered back to the source plane and behind it.

'I. CONSTRUCTION OF THE DISTRIBUTION

A. General Discussion

All things considered, the spatial distributions are
sufficiently complicated so as to require a fairly large
number of constants in their description, i.e., five to
ten rather than two or three. For the description must
include the backscattering, the discontinuous behavior
at x=0, the peak, and the asymptotic trend.

By far the best known moment fitting technique
which can utilize an arbitrary number of moments is
the polynomial method, and in our 6rst attempts to
construct spatial distributions we explored its possi-
bilities. After trying it in various forms, e.g., Legendre
expansions, expansions based on a weight function
specifying the known asymptotic trend, and expansions
in non-self-adjoint systems involving only even or odd
moments, we finally turned to other methods because
the convergence of these expansions was usually poor.
The basic reason for this failure seems to be the follow-
ing: The polynomial method requires the choice of a
comparatively simple weight function which so closely
estimates the distribution that only minor corrections
of a slowly varying nature need to be made in the
original estimate. The available quantitative infor-

2~ Note that there are discontinuities in the higher derivatives
also, but they need not be considered.
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mation about electron spatial distributions is not in a
form which allows the selection of such a closely
determined, yet simple (i.e., one or two parameter),
initial estimate.

Instead of the polynomial method, our chief reliance
has been on a "function fitting method. '"' This method
has been very successful in problems of x-ray pene-
tration in which information about the distribution is
likewise inadequate for a good polynomial weight
function. " Since it has proven useful, the next few

paragraphs are devoted to a general description of it.
For point isotropic and place isotropic geometry prob-
lems, of which there has been little mention thus far in
the paper, a different and probably less accurate
moment 6tting scheme has been used. A description of
this latter procedure is contained in the next section.

In the function fitting method the distribution is
represented by a sum of terms as follows:

Z(x) =g; aP'(P;, x). (31)

The choice of F(P,x) is made according to the follow-

ing criteria: (a) F(P,x) must be capable of describing
the asymptotic trend, (b) F(P,x) must be simple enough
and Rexible enough so that a superposition of several
terms with different P is capable of describing other
known characteristics of the distribution, and (c)
F(P,x) must have such a form that the Eqs. (32) are
easily soluble. This last requirement can always be met
if F„(P;) has the form (P;)"er„, where co„ is a number
independent of P.

The particular selection of F(P,x) which has turned
out to be most useful is the following:

Ft»(P x) =P '(1—x/P)& exp( —Ax/(P —x)), 0~&x~&P

=0, x)P, (33)

where y is a parameter which may be given diferent
values in diferent problems. Note that with this se-
lection, ce„=ca„t»= J~'dxx" (1—x) & exp( —Ax/(1 —x)).
There is some physical basis for this choice of approxi-
mating function beyond the selection criteria mentioned
in the preceding paragraph. The energy dissipation
distribution is obtained by summing the contributions
of electrons with different residual ranges. Electrons
with residual range t have an asymptotic behavior like
that of (33) with P= (1—t), as is evidenced, e.g., by
expression (67) in Appendix D. Thus the energy

~ M. Berger (to be published).

Each term in the sum involves two parameters instead
of one as in the polynomial method, and all terms have
exactly the same form. The parameters n, , P; are deter-
mined so that a number of moments of the function on
the right agree with moments of the unknown function
on the left. I'his requires the solution of moment
equations:

(32)

dissipation distribution can be written in a form very
suggestive of (31), (33).

It may appear surprising that a constant p is inserted
in (33) rather than ——,', which yields precisely the ex-
pected asymptotic trend. The reason for this is that the
factor (1—x) &has the effect of creating a peak in theap-
proximating function for A not too large. A superposition
of several such functions with appreciably different P's
must inevitably yield a "bumpy" distribution, which
is not acceptable. For the aluminum and gold calcu-
lations discussed in Sec. 9, y was chosen to be zero;
while in the beryllium calculation y was chosen to be
+1. In each case the selection was made to obtain an
approximating function capable of yielding smooth
superpositions.

This raises the question as to whether the sum of
several such smooth and monotonic functions is capable
of producing a distribution which may indeed have a
pronounced peak. This is possible, for if two terms in
the sum have P's nearly equal and a's which are large
and opposite in sign, the behavior of the two combined
is similar to that of the function

P-'(1—x/P)& ' exp( —Ax/(P —x)).

The choice (33) for F(P,x) makes it possible to use
the convenient device of fitting separately the even and
odd moments. These two sets of moments can be
considered as describing two different component distri-
butions which are de6ned over the range 0~&x~&1 and
which become asymptotically equal to each other.
Each of the two component distributions can be repre-
sented by a sum of the form (31). This separate fitting
of the even and odd component distributions has several
advantages: It considerably simplihes the moment
fitting problem, for the component distributions are
ordinarily simpler and easier to fit. Further, instead of,
say, eight simultaneous equations in the system (32),
two systems of four equations each must be solved.
The discontinuities at the source plane appear in a
harmless and natural form in the component distri-
butions. For example, a discontinuity in the distribution
implies that the odd component distribution has a value
at x=0 equal to the discontinuity size. Likewise, the
even component distribution has a 6nite slope at x=0
equal to the (known) slope discontinuity.

Fitting even and odd component distributions sepa-
rately has one additional advantage, namely it auto-
matically yields an estimate of the accuracy of the
approximation. Since the two component distributions
become asymptotically the same, differences which
appear in the separate constructions must reQect the
error. This is important because function 6tting tech-
niques have no accompanying test of accuracy com-
parable with convergence criteria for polynomial
approximations. In some cases the use of more and
more moments in function fitting construction serves
the same purpose, but more frequently the accuracy of
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construction must be gauged by constructing distri-
butions otherwise known or by comparing constructions
based on different functions P(P,x).30

ln(JS/Jip) = (4A) ~{(10.25+2/12) '*

—(8.25+2/12) &), (34)

which corresponds to (70) in Appendix E. A simple
iteration is used for this purpose.

(c) We choose y= 0, noting that the F&'& (P,x) super-
pose smoothly, and calculate the corresponding numbers
co„'(" with the aid of the formulas developed in Ap-
pendix E.

(d) The equations to be solved simultaneously can
now be written down. Even and odd component
distributions are to be determined separately, requiring
the solution of the two systems:

a P n= J„/&v„io), m=O, 2, 4,

Q a P "=J /(u„&'&, m=1, 3, 5,

To the 6rst of these systems we add one more equation
which guarantees the known slope change at x=0,
while to the second (odd) system we add an equation
which guarantees the known discontinuity. These two
equations are the following:

P; a;P; '= A '(d/dt) (d T/dt) t „ -i,

2' a'0' '= (d2'/d&)
I ~=i.

(36)

(e) To insure the appropriate asymptotic trend, we

specify P0= 1 in both systems.
(f) To solve each of the two systems, a0 is first

eliminated by subtracting each equation from the
succeeding one, i.e., the nth from the v+2nd. The
resulting system can obviously be put in the form
described in Appendix 8 of reference 12 and the
solution proceeds as outlined there.

(g) The resulting even and odd component distri-

B. Sample Outline

To illustrate the preceding discussion and to give
further details we present here the outline of a typical
construction which follows closely the method used
for the gold and aluminum calculations of Sec. 9, and
which relies on the simple expression (17) for St.

(a) First the moments J„are determined numeri-
cally. This requires tabulating stopping powers, evalu-
ating the integral (2) to determine electron residual
ranges, calculating the numbers dt ——Si(t=1) using the
appropriate formula for the cross section, computing
the quantities I0„&, I0„+&, and Io„' from the system
(19), and finally combining these quantities as indi-
cated in (24).

(b) Next, the asymptotic constant A in the approxi-
mating function (33) must be determined. If moments

up to, say v=10 have been calculated this is accom-
plished by solving the equation

butions are combined in the usual manner to obtain
J(x).

There is, of course, nothing unique about such a
construction. Obvious variations from it are, e.g. , use
of a different approximating function F(P,x), fitting
moment combinations instead of the moments directly,
solving a single system of equations instead of even
and odd components separately, and modifying the
moments to make the fitting easier. Such modifications
may be desirable at any time and become a necessity
in many problems such as, e.g., those in which it is
dificult to calculate more than a small number of
moments. The unifying feature about such a variety of
construction methods is simply that they can all be
expected to give similar answers if they express the
same quantitative aed qualitative information about
the unknown distribution. "

8. PLANE AND POINT ISOTROPIC SOURCES

A. General Discussion

1 p'dp
J"'(I~l) =- —J"6). (37)

Note that x and p both measure distance in r0 units.
Multiplying (37) by ~x~" and integrating over the
whole range of x yields a corresponding relation between
spatial moments

J p'=(~+1) iJ go ~ 0 2 4 (3g)

Because of symmetry all odd moments of the plane
distribution vanish. Although odd moments of the
point distribution do not vanish they cannot be easily
calculated. " Thus, it is necessary to rely on even
moments in the construction of spatial distributions for
both geometries.

Most of this paper centers around the plane mono-
directional source, the geometry of which is easily
visualized. Of equal interest and perhaps greater
practical importance are the plane and point isotropic
sources concerning which an extensive literature exists. '
The interest in these source types arises because the
elementary radioactive source is isotropic.

The distribution resulting from a plane isotropic
source may arise in two equivalent situations: (a) Point
isotropic sources may be distributed uniformly on a
plane. Measurements of the energy dissipated at various
distances from the plane may then be made with a
point detector. (b) Alternately, the source may actually
be point isotropic while the measurement includes all
the energy dissipated in a plane layer. If, then,
J"'(

~

x
~ )dx is the energy dissipated in a plane layer

located a perpendicular distance ~x~ from a point
isotropic source, and if J"'(p)dp is the energy dissipated
in a spherical shell of radius p concentric with the same
source, the following relation must hold between the
two distributions:
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The simple relations (37) and (38) make it possible
to change from one to the other situation readily. This
is very useful, for the plane geometry is much the
simpler for the purpose of calculating spatial moments.
On the other hand, the point geometry yields spatial
distributions which are both easier to discuss and
easier to construct. We have therefore always calculated
plane moments and then with the aid of (38) con-
structed distributions for the point geometry which
could be transformed to plane distributions by means
of (37). This last step has the additional advantage of
providing the extra accuracy which accrues to numbers
determined by integration.

The recursive systems for obtaining plane isotropic
moments can be obtained from (19) and (25) by
multiplying the source term by a Kronecker delta
factor 8&0, which selects only the isotropic angular
component.

The characteristic features of a distribution J'&'(p)

resulting from a point source are very similar to those
already discussed for the distribution produced by a
plane monodirectional source. The asymptotic trend is
the same. The discontinuities discussed in Sec. 6
relate to the ordinate and slope of J3"(p) at p=0. There
is, of course, no backscattered distribution.

The construction of J"'(p) from its moments and
known characteristics can be accomplished by one or
another form of the method described in the preceding
section. However, we used a simpler (and probably
less accurate) method which is described in Part 8 of
this section. Our reasons for choosing this simpler
scheme relate to our intention to compare with experi-
ments performed using P" beta rays. The P" spectrum
is continuous with an end point at about 1.71 Mev.
We therefore decided to construct distributions for a
series of monoenergetic sources within the energy region
below 1.71 Mev and to integrate over the interpolated
results to obtain a distribution relative to the P" source
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FIG. 4. The energy dissipation distribution resulting from a
plane monodirectional source of 500-kev electrons in AI. The
circles represent measurements by Frantz corresponding to 515-
kev source electrons. The abscissa is in units of the source electron
true range.

B. Construction of Distributions

To construct J'"'(p) we decided to use the following
function, because of the simple expression for its
moments [compare with (29)$:

E(p) = cp&(—lnp)
—l exp(A/1np}, (39)

spectrum. Because of the energies involved, most of
these monoenergetic source calculations required the
more complicated recursive system (25). Since (25)
involves more desk computer work than (19), we did
not want to calculate so many spatial moments —no
more than four, to be precise. On the other hand, the
final integration over monoenergetic source results
"washes out" the detailed features of each component
distribution and is therefore less demanding regarding
their accuracy. It therefore seemed appropriate to rely
on constructions involving few moments and only fair
accuracy.

Qe

e
1 Q .2 .6 .e l.Q

FIG. 3. The energy dissipation distribution resulting from a
plane monodirectional source of 500-kev electrons in Be. The
circles represent measurements by Frantz which correspond to
source electrons with kinetic energy 570 kev. The abscissa is in
units of the true range of the source electrons,

where c, $, A are constants. For $)1 this function not
only vanishes at p =0 but also has zero slope. We
therefore introduce these same characteristics into the
distribution to be described by (39) by subtracting
from J&'(p) a function which has the same value and
slope at p=O. This function, which we label J (p), is so
chosen that the combination J"'—J has the same
asymptotic behavior as J&' alone. In particular, we used

J(p) = (a+bp) exp( —8/(1 —p)}, (40)

where 8 is chosen slightly larger than the anticipated
value for 2, and a, b are adjusted to bring about
agreement in slope and value with J&'(p) at p=O. The
final step in the construction is the determination of
the constants c, P, A from the solution of equations
which guarantee that three moments of X(p) have
values identical with the corresponding moments of
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J&'—J. We used for this purpose the zeroth, second,
and sixth moments. The fourth moment served as a
check on the accuracy of the representation, which has,
of course, the form

(41)

9. EXAMPLES: PLANE MONODIRECTIONAL 500-kev
SOURCES IN BE, AL, AND AU

A. Theoretical

These three calculations were performed with the
intention of comparing with experiments by Frantz in
which the ionization in an air gap is taken as a measure
of the energy dissipated. " The space-residual range
moments Io„&, which were in each case calculated using
the recursive system (19), were therefore combined as
in (24) to obtain the J„but with the constants As, Ar,
A2 relative to the stopping power in air in accordance
with the Bragg-Gray principle. "

The construction of Al and Au spatial distributions
followed closely the outline given in Sec. 7, the alumi-
num moments having been calculated using the $~(t)
given by (13) while the gold moments were obtained
using (15) Both constructions involved fitting the mo-
ments Jo through J7.

The calculation of spatial moments for the distri-
bution in Be made use of (13) and proceeded without

difhculty. The. construction of the distribution, how-
ever, offered special problems. Beryllium has such a low
Z that electrons are very little deAected until they
have expended an appreciable fraction of their total
range. As a result, (a) the asymptotic portion of the
distribution is confined to a relatively narrow region
of x; (b) the backscattered distribution is very small
and tends to fall off rapidly because it is composed
largely of very low energy electrons; and (c) the region
between source and maximum is large enough to
exhibit some structure such as, for example, an inQec-

tion. This situation, in which the electron distribution
tends to become similar to the Bragg curve for heavy
particles, is a fairly general one since it occurs in any
scattering material if Ts is large enough. (Of course,
in situations where bremsstrahlung is important, our
whole schematization breaks down anyway. )

To construct such a distribution it was not possible
to use the same approximating function as for Al and

Au, i.e., (33) with y=0, because this family of functions
does not yield a smooth superposition for small A.
Instead, y was set equal to +1 in (33).A corresponding

@ F. Frantz (private communication).
~ See L. H. Gray, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A122, 647 (1929).

A more recent theory of cavity ionization takes into account
effects neglected in Bragg-Gray theory, namely, those due to the
travel of secondary electrons PL. V. Spencer and F. H. Attix
(to be submitted for publication)]. We use Bragg-Gray here
partly for consistency, since we have nowhere in this paper
included secondary electron effects, and partly because changing
to a more exact theory of cavity ionization would modify the
normalization rather than the distribution shape.

change was made in the unknown distribution, namely
J(x) was replaced by (1—x)J'(x), so that our approxi-
mating function became, in effect, fexpL —Ax/(P —x)j)
X (P—x)/(1 —x), instead of the exponential alone. This
change is equivalent to replacing J„with (J„—J„+&)
in (35).

In treating separately even and odd components as
in the sample outline of Sec. 7, it was implicitly assumed
that the backscattered part of the distribution blended
smoothly with the forward penetrating part. For Be
this is not so because the backscattered distribution
decreases very rapidly to the left of the source plane.
This brings about an additional structure in the compo-
nent distributions near @=0. We made allowance for
this by introducing one more term in the sums (35).
The contribution of this term is restricted to the region
close to x=0 by assigning P a small value. To make
certain that this additional term described the back-
scattering, the precise value for P was selected by trial
and error so that the corresponding a's determined by
the solution of the systems (35) were equal in magnitude
and opposite in sign, the even system yielding a
positive .value.

With these modifications, construction of the Be
distribution proceeded satisfactorily. The spatial mo-
ments Jo through J~o were used, more being required
than for Al and Au because of the use of moment
differences and the need to account for additional
structure. Had fewer moments been available, our
construction would not have depended on the separate
construction of even and odd component distributions.

The results of these three calculations are represented
in Figs. 3, 4, and 5 by the solid lines. Note the discon-
tinuities, the tremendous increase in the backscattering
and the shift of the peak as Z increases, and the simi-
larities between the Be distribution and a Bragg curve
for heavy particles.
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FIG. 5. The energy dissipation distribution resulting from a
plane monodirectional source of 500-kev electrons in Au. The
circles represent measurements by Frantz corresponding to 495-
kev source electrons. The abscissa is in units of the source electron
true range. The dashed curve relates to a calculation using the
screened Rutherford differential cross section (8) instead of that
given by the Mott formula, namely (14).
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B. Comparison with Exyeriment

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, F.
Frantz has performed experiments which can be com-
pared with the calculated distributions just discussed. "
Unfortunately, the experimental geometry contained a
boundary at @=0, so that some features of the com-
parison are not very meaningful. Still, the influence of
the boundary has qualitative significance even at
penetrations where it destroys the meaning of a quanti-
tative comparison.

In the Frantz experiments, an accelerator beam of
electrons impinged normally on plane foils of the scat-
tering material. Immediately behind these foils was an
aluminum-walled ionization chamber. Backing the ion-
ization chamber was a thick slab of the scattering
material. The lateral extension of all pieces of the
apparatus was effectively infinite, so that the ionization
chamber collected all ionization produced in the lateral
plane of the air gap. Extrapolation-type measurements
were made to verify this point.

Before the electron beam entered the initial foils
and the ionization chamber, it passed through an
aluminum exit foil on the accelerator tube and several
centimeters of air at room pressure. This material,
combined with half the ionization chamber thickness,
amounted to a total of 15.5 milligrams per cm'. An
allowance for this initial penetration has to be made
before comparing measurements with the theory. For
measurements of electron penetration in aluminum
this could be easily done by considering this initial
material to be equivalent to an additional aluminum
foil of thickness 15.5 milligrams per cm2. For measure-
ments in, say, gold a similar but slightly more compli-
cated renormalization was carried out: First the mean
cosine of the obliquity distribution resulting from the

initial 15.5 mg/cms was calculated. Next we determined
the thickness of an equivalent gold foil which would
produce the same mean cosine and added this equiva-
lent foil thickness to all penetrations. Finally, the
source energy was renormalized so that the mean energy
of electrons penetrating the equivalent gold foil corre-
sponded with the mean energy of electrons penetrating
the actual initial aluminum-equivalent material.

Unfortunately, the initial penetration made it dificult
to perform absolute measurements because of uncer-
tainties in the strength of the initial electron beam. In
comparing measurements with theory, the two were
matched at a penetration sufficiently great that bound-
ary effects should be negligible but not so great that
statistical fluctuations or range straggling effects should
be appreciable.

To =0.1
p Mev

0.3
Mev

0.5
Mev

0.7 1.0
Mev Mev

1.4
Mev

1.71
Mev

0.00 1.000
0.05 1.037
0.10 1.102
0.15 1.196
0.20 1.322
0.25 1.483
0.30 1.670
0.35 1,910
0.40 2.172
0.45 2.454
0.50 2.738
0.55 2.993
0.60 3.174
0.65 3.204
0.70 2.999
0.75 2.362
0.80 1.609
0.85 0.635
0.90 0.066
0.92 0.009

1.000
1.025
1.071
1.140
1.235
1.357
1.509
1.690
1.898
2.125
2.357
2.571
2.727
2.764
2.607
2.149
1.447
0.592
0.066
0.013

1.000
1.019
1.055
1.109
1.186
1.287
1.415
1.565
1.739
1.930
2.118
2.288
2.395
2.403
2.230
1.801
1.169
0.452
0.045
0.007

1.000 1.000
1.012 1.010
1.039 1.032
1.083 1.069
1.147 1.122
1.233 1,195
1.343 1.288
1.474 1.400
1.627 1.532
1.798 1.679
1.968 1.827
2.124 1.963
2.227 2.054
2.243 2.077
2.096 1,940
1.714 1.599
1.133 1.070
0.458 0.438
0.056 0.049
0.008 0.009

1.000 1.000
1.005 1.003
1.021 1.018
1.048 1.037
1.089 1.072
1.147 1.121
1.222 1.186
1.314 1.266
1.424 1.362
1.549 1.473
1.677 1.586
1.798 1.695
1.881 1.771
1.905 1.795
1.802 1.703
1.509 1.438
1.036 1.000
0.443 0.438
0.054 0.057
0.011 0.011

TABLE III. Energy dissipation distributions PJ&'(To,p)/
J&'(TO,O)7 resulting from point isotropic sources in air emitting
electrons of energy To. The symbol p represents the distance from
the source in units of the initial true range.
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Fxo. 6. Energy dissipation distributions resulting from point
isotropic sources of monoenergetic electrons in polystyrene. The
abscissa gives the penetration in fractions of the source electron
true range.

The experimental values, as normalized and corrected
for initial penetration, are represented by circles in
Figs. 3, 4, and 5. In reducing the experimental pene-
trations to a scale of x=s/re, theoretical range-energy
curves were used based on data from Table I. The
source energies mentioned in the captions are the
effective source energies obtained as already described,
and the first experimental value gives a measure of the
equivalent foil thickness. The question may be raised
as to whether it makes sense to compare experimental
values with a theoretical curve for a slightly different
source energy; however, distribution shapes are known
experimentally and expected theoretically to be rather
independent of source energy particularly for non-
relativistic source energies. "

There is good agreement between calculated and

"See reference 6 and Fig. 6. Experimental veri6cation of this
is due to F. Frantz (private communication).
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experimental values in Figs. 3, 4, and 5 except near
the source plane x=0 and in the extreme tail to the
right. Near the source plane, however, boundary effects
should produce just such a decrease in experiment
relative to theory as is observed, since the absence of
the material behind the source plane allows the back.-
scattered electrons to escape behind the source instead
of remaining in its proximity. Likewise, in the tail to
the right, range straggling effects not included in the
present theory should increase the experimental ion-
ization over that predicted by theory. It is gratifying
to note that the range straggling effect seenis most
serious for beryllium, while the boundary effect is
biggest for gold, in agreement with qualitative expec-
tation.
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J(s) = ~ d rP (r)Jr '(r,s/r),
S

(42)

where P(r)dr is the P" source spectrum, i.e., the
number of electrons generated with ranges between 7.

and r+dr, r being the range relative to that for the
1.71-Mev component, i.e., the spectrum end-point. The
parameter s is the radial penetration distance measured
in the same units. Our arrangement for evaluating
(42) may be of some interest: We changed to the
variable p=s/r, i.e., we wrote (42) in the form

J(s)=s ' dp((sip)'P(sip) J"'(s/p 0))

X(J"(/p, p)/J"'( /P, 0)). (43)

Graphs were then prepared of the slowly varying (with

r) function (Jr '(r,p)IJ"'(r,0)), which was plotted its r
for 6xed values of p. Likewise, a graph was prepared of
the function (r'P(r) J"'(r,0)) plotted against r. Num-
bers were read from these graphs for fixed s and evenly
spaced p values (usually with 0.05 spacing).

To obtain P(7), we took a theoretical allowed beta-
ray spectrum P(ri), '4 where rl is the electron momentum

'4 The allowed spectrum agrees well with the measurements of
beta-ray spectroscopists for this isotope. See, e.g., H. Agnew,
Phys. Rev. 77, 655 (1950), and Sheline, Holtzman, and Fan,
Phys. Rev. SB, 919 (1951).

10. FURTHER APPLICATIONS: ISOTROPIC P"
SOURCES IN AIR AND POLYSTYRENE

Using methods described in Sec. 8, calculations were
performed for isotropic monoenergetic sources in air
and in polystyrene, the source energies To being 0.1,
0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 1.4, and 1.71 Mev. The 0.1 and 0.3
Mev calculations were accomplished using (19) while
all the others used (25). Resulting spatial distributions
for point isotropic sources in air are reproduced in
Table III. Figure 6 compares similar distributions for
several source energies in polystyrene, to illustrate
shape changes with changing source energy.

To obtain spatial distributions for the continuous
beta ray spectrum of P"-, we evaluated the integrals

FIG. 7. The energy dissipated in spherical shells around a point
isotropic P beta-ray source in air. The circles represent measure-
ments by Clark, Brar, and Marinelli. Both theory and experiment
are given in absolute units.

in nsc units, and made the transformation

dri (T+1)
P(r) =P(ri)—=P(rl) (dT/dr).

8T
(44)

i j.. REMARKS

The generally good agreement between experiments
and the calculations herein described indicates that

ss Clark, Brar, and Marinelli, Radiology 64, 94 (1955).

Note that J"'(r,0) is simply the stopping power, so
that the first bracketed quantity in (43) contains the
square of the stopping power in the factor multiplying
P(n)

The P" energy dissipation distributions for point
geometry in air and plane geometry in polystyrene are
the solid curves in Figs. 7 and 8. The circles in Fig. 7
represent measurements by Clark, Brar, and Marinelli, "
while the circles in Fig. 8 represent measurements by
Loevinger. ' The theoretical distribution in both cases is
given in absolute units. The results of Clark, Brar, and
Marinelli given in Fig. 7 are also absolute; however
the Loevinger results of Fig. 8 are only relative and
were matched with the curve at 0.106 g/cm'.

The general agreement is seen to be fairly good
except in the tail of the distributions. The plane
geometry comparison was put on semilog paper to
illustrate the discrepancy which exists for large pene-
trations. The behavior of this discrepancy is just what
wouM be expected if it were caused by range straggling,
which introduces a smear that should increase measure-
ments over theory more and more as the distribution
falls more and more rapidly. Correspondingly, since
the space integral is not affected by range straggling,
the experimental values should fall slightly below
theory for small penetrations.
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dependable calculations are possible for all materials
and for energies up to a few Mev.

One outstanding defect in the theory is the complete
neglect of range straggling. A systematic development
of the program outlined in reference 8 would include
this eGect. The simple degradation problem has already
been so treated in reference 7. We intend to complete
the theory in this respect.

A desirable extension of this theory would be towards
higher energies than a few Mev including, if possible,
energy losses due to bremsstrahlung with their inherent
magnification of straggling effects.

Finally, it must be emphasized that the whole

program undertaken so far is limited to infinite, homo-
geneous media. The extension of the theory to the
treatment of boundary sects, for electrons as well as
for x-rays, still represents a major obstacle.

I should like to thank Dr. U. Fano, Dr. C. H.
Slanchard, and Dr. M. Berger for many discussions of
this material, Dr. Pano again for editorial suggestions,
and Miss Ida Hornstein for most of the numerical m ork
involved in preparing tables and graphs.

expression (2) may in the constant stopping number
approximation be integrated to yield

r(T) = l3NggpZB/4A) 'T'(T+1) (46)

On the other hand, the simplest form to consider f'or
the S&'s is expression (10), which may be written in the
form

Si ,'(Z+1)——(N—~ypZ/A)rpCi

(T+1)
X

T2
(47)

LT'/(T+1) j+4

If, therefore, we define a=(3N~PpZB/4A) '4/rp, we
may rewrite (46) in the form T'/(T+1) =4t/rr. Defining
di ——r4(Z+1)c&/B, it is easily seen that (47) takes the
form (16). Further, n increases roughly as Tp ' as the
source energy To decreases. Below about 0.5 Mev u is
so large that (16) and (17) become equivalent.

This argument hinges on the constancy of 0, and d&

as the electron energy changes. The energy variation
of o. is obviously logarithmic. On the other hand C& and
8 are both logarithmic functions of the energy, as can
be seen from Eq. (10).Thus the energy variation of di,
which derives from the ratio of these quantities, is
slower than logarithmic.

The relativistic modification of the angular distri-
bution of the elastic scattering cross section, which is
not included in (47), would seem to disturb the approxi-
mate constancy of 0. and d&. Fortunately, most of this
additional energy dependence is accounted for by
simply shifting the values of these constants slightly.
Actually, the striking comparisons of Table II were
achieved not by the use of theoretical values for these
constants but rather by selecting the constants to
achieve a good empirical fit to the cross-section tabu-
lation.

APPENDIX 3
In order to obtain the Si expressions (10), (13),

and (15) it is necessary to evaluate the integrals

most obvious simplification to make is that of con-
sidering the stopping number 8, which is essentially a
logarithmic function of the energy, to be a constant.
Since the stopping power may be written

(dT/«) =-'(N~4pZ/A)B(1 —(T+1) 'f ' (43)

APPENDIX A

As a first step in constructing an analytic form which

may represent with reasonable accuracy the S& (t)
regardless of the source energy, the stopping power
must be written in as simple a form as possible. The

where q=~, 1, 0, and —i. The integrals involving the
last two values of q are obvious from the orthogonality
properties of the I'g and will not be mentioned further.
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The integrals G& ——J','dy{ (1—F&(y)) (1—y)
' may

be evaluated by writing

{F(y) —F + (W)) (1—3') '4'
—1

Inserting the familiar Legendre recurrence formula,

tion, the terms in (18) are each multiplied by Li/ (t+n) $&

and integrated over the range 0(t&1. Referring to
the definition (26), we may write

'1 1

C,„~= «[t/(t+~) ]~ exp — «"S&(t")
Jp

pl pl .

X dt' exp «"Si(t")

the integration gives the result

Gi+i —Gi=2(l+1) '.

Sy induction from the known values G0=1 and G1=2,
the final result may be constructed:

L(i+1)li+i.--i(i')
(2l+1)

+lI& i, ~ i(&'))+& o&(1—t') . (51)

Next, this expression is integrated by parts. Defining

Gi——2+i ' (48)
L„(i)=exp «"S (i") «'k~'/(i'+n)3'

l

In order to evaluate the integral J' &'dy{1—F&(y))
X (1—y) &, we may start from a generating function
for spherical harmonics:

(1—o')
= E(2i+1)"&i(X)

(1—2yo+ o') l i=o

By integration, we obtain the equation

The limit of this as e—&1 yields the final result:

Xexp — «"Si(t"), (52)

the expression (51) takes the form

n
C i &= «Li, (t) L(l+1)Ii~i, „ i(i)

~ o (21+1)

+&1( i, ~i(&))+h~oLi, (1). (53)

The evaluation of the integrals in the exponents of
(52) may be accomplished by inserting the analytic
form (16):

dy{ 1—Fi(y) j (1—y)-*'= 2&21.

Finally, the integral

d3{1—Fi(y)}(1+2~—3) '

(49)

f
L (~) = L~/(~+&)1" «'[i'(~+~)/i(t'+~)3"'+" (54)

The transformation y=Lt'(t+n)/t(t'+u)j then leads
to the forms

p1 yt
—2

Li ——at t/(i+a) 1"+' dyy"i+~ 1—y
0 t+n

may be immediately evaluated in terms of Legendre
functions of the second kind:

(i+1)
L~/(~+ )3" '+' (55)

'=o (d,+p+i+1)

C = {Qo(1+2q)—Q (1+2')).—2a (2g)

For computation purposes a recursion system may be
preferable. This can be easily obtained from the
recursion relations between the associated functions Qii.
The result is given in (10).

APPENDIX C

In this appendix, the derivation of (25) from (18)
and (16) will be sketched. As a first step in this deriva-

Inserting (55) into (53), we arrive at the recursion
system (25).

APPENDIX D

The starting point for an investigation of the asym-
ptotic trend of the electron spatial distribution is a
Laplace transformation of Kq. (5). If the terms in
Eq. (5) are multiplied by exp{pox —(1—i)j) and
integrated over the range —~ (x( (1—i), the resulting
equation is

BFi/Bt ,'phiFi+Si—(t)Fi(p, t)—=-6(1 t), (56)—
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where
1—t

Fi——)" dz exp(pt x—(1—t)7}I,(x,t)

~«Fi= (t+k) '((«+1)(pi+i—~i)—t(~i—~~i)}

—(P/2)~A«(t, p, t)+5'i(t)4 (t P t) =~(p t)0(t,p, t) (58)

i.e., we write

(59)

With this ansatz, (56) becomes

+g (p, t)lb (p, t)p (t,p, «) =S(1—t), (60)

in which the interlinkage term has disappeared.
Equations for the a (p, t) may be obtained by multi-

plying (60) by («+i2}|P„(«,P,«) and summing over /.

Because of the orthogonality of the |t 's, the result is

BG —Q' M„„(p,t)a (p, t)+).„(P,t)u„(p,t)
te

where

The system of Eqs. (56) would be easy to solve were
it not for the interlinkage term (57), which requires
that all equations be solved simultaneously. Indeed,
the different approaches to the problem of obtaining
solutions al/ correspond to methods for "breaking
through" this interlinkage term. For example, the
calculation of moments involves a Taylor series expan-
sion of the F around the point p=0. The interlinkage
term is then of higher degree in p than the other terms
and the equation is solved by iteration starting from
zero order in p. Likewise, the familiar diffusion approxi-
mation breaks the interlinkage by setting F& equal to
zero. Unfortunately, as mentioned in reference 2, this
predetermines an incorrect asymptotic trend. It also
makes no allowance for the tendency of electrons to
maintain their original direction during the initial stage
of the penetration. As can be seen from Figs. 2—4 there
hardly exists a region where distribution of energy
dissipation is not dominated either by the asymptotic
trend or the initial straight-forward penetration, and
thus the diffusion approximation is not applicable to
this type of problem.

In the Wick method, the Fi(p, t) are expanded in

eigenfunctions of the difference equation

The sum in (61) provides a linkage between the a„'s.
Due to special scaling properties, this new linkage term
in some cases either does not appear or can be shown to
vanish in the asymptotic limit of large p. For our
purpose the most obvious procedure is an iteration in
terms of this linkage. In other words this term is
neglected altogether in zeroth approximation. Its effect
is then estimated by means of a new calculation in
which the linkage term is calculated with the zeroth
approximation solutions. Such a calculation has actually
been carried out, but its results have been superseded
by calculations of a somewhat different type which
will be given in a separate paper. Ke shall carry the
calculation here only as far as the zeroth approximation
which neglects the interlinkage term altogether. The
solutions to (61) are then

u„&'&(p, t) =y„(p) exp —
) d«'X„(p,t'),

t
(62)

where the superscript indicates zeroth approximation
This formal expression doesn't mean much until the

eigenvalues ) „have been estimated. Such an estimation
is easily performed in the asymptotic limit of large p.
(Note that according to (57), if t is fixed and p is large
the important values of the quantity $x—(1—t)7 tend
to be those near zero. ) In this case the eigenvalues of
the di8erence equation (58) approach those of the
diQerential equation

a„&'i=y„(p) exp —p&2(e+1) (2ad) &

' 1+(1+n)-:
)(Jn (65)

Qt+ (t+~) ~

p18 8 el
t 4(t P «)+ P4(t P,t)=~(p, t)4(i,p, t), (63)

2 t Bl Bl t(t+n)

where l is now considered a continuous variable.
Physically, this means that electrons which have pene-
trated nearly as far from the source plane as their path
length allows must have a directional distribution
peaked at 0=0. It is then possible to describe them
with an approximation which is accurate for small
angles only and which leads to the differential equation
(63)." Further, form (16) has been used for the Si(t),
with the di approximated by dP. This approximation
describes the directional distribution as a result of a
difIusion process, and has been used already by Yang"

Equation (63) is the Schroedinger equation per-
taining to a plane oscillator, and its eigenvalues are
easily calculated. The following expression for
results:

X = (e+1)(2npd) ijt(t+a, )7
—i.

From this the u„&" can be obtained:
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F„& l&= —A t d{expP—Ax/(1 —x)j}{x"(1—x)'}

For large p, the ao "& is much larger than the other can be obtained from a simple integration by parts:
terms, and the Fo(p, t) is consequently represented by
the single term

1+(1+n) l
Fo-yo(P)fo(p, t) exp -P~(8nd)& ln . (66)

t&+ (t+n) &

In (66) the p variation of yo(P)go(p, t) is so slow that
this factor can be considered constant with P. By
Laplace inversion of the Fo(p, t), the following form for
the electron spectrum is then obtained:

where

'1+ (1+n)& ',

u (t) = (8nd) & ln
t~+ (tPn) ~.

The energy dissipation distribution requires an inte-
gration over t. For @=1, the only contributions to the
integral are from the region /=0, and the expected
asymptotic trend is therefore

—u'(0)
J(x) ~ (1—x)

—*
exp

4(1—x)

which has the form (28).
It should be re-emphasized that this derivation is

neither complete nor airtight and merely serves here to
indicate that the analytic form (28) seems natural to
the problem.

APPENDIX E

A useful recursion relation for the moments

~1
F &

—'*&= dxx" (1—x)
—

& exp{—Ax/(1 —x)}
0

u(t)
Io(t,x) yoPo(t) $(1—t) —x)-'*

2

u'(t)
y exp — t (1—t) —x)-', (67)

=A —'{nF & t& —(2m+-')F & l&

+(n+-,')F~g& '&}—, n)0
= (or/A)t'e" Erfc((2A)&), n=0. (69)

Unfortunately, higher moments can be calculated in
this way only at the expense of accuracy. It is therefore
necessary to develop an expression which is asymptoti-
cally accurate for the high order moments. This can
be done by means of the transformation x= exp( —y):

F„& &&= dye &"+""exp{—A(e"—1) '—oln(1 —e ")}.

Since large e implies that the important contributions
to the integral come from small y, the bracketed term
is now expanded in powers of y. The result of retaining
powers up to the 6rst is as follows:

F„& '&=e &

~I dyy & exp{—(n+i&+A/12)y —A/y}
0

(70)= (or/A)&e i'exp{ —[4A(n+-,'+A/12) j&}.

This is the desired asymptotic expression.
In the same way, a similar recursion expression can

be written for the moments F„('):

F &o& A &{nF &&o& 2(n—+1)F &o&+(n+2)F~&&o&}

=1—Ae"{—Ei(—A) }, (71)

and also an asymptotically correct expression for large
n:
F„&'&= (n+1+A/12) 'e""J.&[4A (n+1+A/12) j~,

L (y)=y& (y) (72)

In calculating moments, particularly for large A, we
have found it convenient to use the asymptotic expres-
sion to obtain two successive large moments, say
m= 20, 21. Lower moments are obtained by working the
recursion expression (69) or (71) backwards. All mo-
ments are then slightly readjusted so that Fo") agrees
with the value calculated from expression (69) or (71).


